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Abstract. Knowledge expressiveness of scientiﬁc data is one of the most
important visualization goals. However, current volume visualization sys-
tems require a lot of expertise from the ﬁnal user. In this paper, we
present a GPU-based ray casting interactive framework that computes
two initial complementary camera locations and allows to select the fo-
cus interactively, on interesting structures keeping the volume’s context
information with an adaptive cutaway technique. The adaptive cutaway
surrounds the focused structure while preserving a depth immersive im-
pression in the data set. Finally, we present a new brush widget to edit
interactively the opening of the cutaway and to graduate the context in
the ﬁnal image.
1 Introduction
Knowledge expressiveness of scientiﬁc data is one of the most important visu-
alization goals. The abstraction process that the ﬁnal user should carry out in
order to convey the desired information in the underlying data is normally diﬃ-
cult and tedious. Several methods have been published to gather visual informa-
tion contained in the data. However, volume renderings often include a barrage
of complex 3D structures that can overwhelm the user. Over the centuries, the
traditional illustration techniques for visual abstraction enhances the most im-
portant structures into a context with diﬀerent painting techniques (Figure 1A).
Several approaches provide interactive focus selections and volume visualiza-
tions, such as cutaways [1] and close-ups [2]. Some methods are based on NPR
techniques and ghosting shading to simulate the illustrator tools. All of these
methods are included in the ﬁeld of illustrative visualization [3], where the main
goal is to develop applications that can integrate illustrations in the expert’s
ordinary data analysis in order to get more semantics from the data.
Some metaphors of interaction have been provided to help users in data nav-
igation between focus and context (importance-driven, VolumeShop, exoVis,
LiveSync++, ClearView). Speciﬁcally, ClearView proposes a simple point-and-
click interface that enables the user to show particular areas of the focused object
while keeping the surface context information (Figure 1B). In some applications,
the context region’s volume information is especially important, such as we can
see in Figure 1C, where the diﬀerent strata around the eye, which is the focus
region, must be visualized. Strata representing layers of the context may help
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Fig. 1. Illustration examples of the underlying ideas of the adaptive cut-
away visualization: (A) An illustration example, (B) visualization based
on ClearView method ([4]), (C) dual-camera illustration (image from
http://www.keithtuckerart.com/Illustration.html) and (D) Context preservation
-ear- although it occludes the focused region -vessels- (image from the medical
dictionary Allen’s Anatomy)
to locate the focused structure [5]. Moreover, in some cases, the context which
occludes focused structures should be preserved (see Figure 1D). For this reason,
an interactive tool to preserve the context is useful to obtain the desired ﬁnal
image. In this paper, we propose an enhancement of the ClearView paradigm
where the context’s volume data is adaptively clipped around the focus region.
To show the layers of the context around the focus, we use volume rendering. We
use ghosting techniques to preserve the context without occlusion of the focus.
Moreover, we propose a new brushing widget to edit interactively the gosthing
eﬀect and to graduate the contribution of the context in the ﬁnal image.
On the other hand, a complementary parameter is the initial location of the
camera, from the user can start a free exploration of the data set. To select
a starting good viewpoint is sometimes a tedious task for a non-experimented
users. Some traditional illustrations use two diﬀerent views of the region of in-
terest to enhance the perception and construction of the mental image (see
Figure 1C). Actually, in the clinical routine, preﬁxed views are used, based on
saggital, axial and coronary views, despite that they are not always the best.
In the bibliography, we can ﬁnd techniques that automatically locate the view-
point according to the importance of the structure to be rendered. Most of them
are computed in a preprocessed stage. We propose an eﬃcient GPU-based com-
putation of two initial correlated views that shows maximal information of the
focused structure. In case of Figure 1C, the focused structure is the eye and it
is showed in two dual viewpoints, one in a oblique view and one in front of the
eye. Also, the user can adjust interactive any of the suggested cameras, and our
system eﬃciently computes the new dual view.
2 Related Work
Comprehension of the meaningful structures in an image is a low-level cognitive
process. Single visual events are processed in an intuitive way. However, multiple
visual events involve a more complex cognitive process. Many works have been
addressed this problem. In the following, ﬁrst, we will review the use of cut-away
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views and focus and context techniques that render the contextual information
using NPR-shading and ghosting techniques. Secondly, we review the previous
approaches in optimal camera location estimation.
Cutaways: Usually, traditional artists render anatomy layered structures us-
ing clipping planes or curved clipping surfaces. Following this idea, several ap-
proaches have been proposed for polygonal rendering [6] and for volume ren-
dering [2]. Interactive cutaways allow users to specify the cuts to be performed:
by planes oriented along principal axes, user-deﬁned interactive sculpting tools
[7] and user-manipulated deformable meshes [8]. Users can explore regions with
peel-away [9] and exploded views [10]. 3D automatic cuttings design the appro-
priate cut of a focused internal structure based on the feature speciﬁcation. Viola
et al. [1] use the object importance to avoid unwanted occlusions. Zhou et al. [11]
use the distance to the features to emphasize diﬀerent regions. Bruckner et al.
[2] present cuts completely based on the shape of the important regions. Kru¨ger
et al. [4] presents in ClearView a region-focal based interaction that preserves
the focused structure. Many of these approaches keep contextual information to
give a better impression of the spatial location of the focused structure. Usu-
ally, the surface context information can be kept in diﬀerent ways: with high
transparency, low resolution, diﬀerent shading styles [1]. These algorithms are
designed primarily to expose perfectly layered structures in the context but they
can not show the intertwined volume structures of the context often found in
3D models. In order to preserve the contextual volume information, we present
an automatic feature-based cutaway approach. We propose a view-dependent
cutaway opening that guarantees the visibility of the selected inner structure for
any viewpoint location.
Optimal viewpoint selection: Setting the camera so that it focuses on the
relevant structures of the model in volume direct rendering has been addressed
by many authors [12,13,14,15,16,17], extending the ideas used in surface-based
scenes. Visual information is the measure used to estimate the visibility between
a viewpoint and the structure of interest of a volume data set. Then, the analysis
of the best camera position is focused under heuristic functions [17,15,13] and
information theory approaches (such as viewpoint entropy [12] and the mutual
information entropy [14,16]). These metrics are not universal and, as [18] con-
clude, not one descriptor does a perfect job. However, as heuristic approaches
deﬁne a weighted energy function of view descriptors, they could be easily ac-
celerated using blending operations between view descriptors. Some approaches
study correlations between cameras in varying time measuring the stability be-
tween the views based on the Jense-Shanon divergence metric [12]. Also, in
path-views searching a Normalized Compression Distance is used [16]. Our goal
is to obtain the most representative dual projection according to the position
of the best view. Then, we restrict the search space of the dual-camera position
in a set of positions related to the best one. Thus, we guarantee the distance
between the correlated cameras and, moreover, we reduce our searching space.
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Fig. 2. The dual-camera placement method computes two camera locations from the
sampled bounding sphere that show complementary information of the focused regions
(in orange). The method takes into account the adaptive cut-away strategy that shows
always the focused regions.
3 Overview
The main goal of our system is to provide an interactive exploration of volume
data sets for inexperienced users. First of all, the focused structures should be
selected with the aid of a transfer function classiﬁcation. With presegmented
labeled data sets, the user can directly use a value-based function widget. Once
the focused regions are selected, the user can explore the data set using an
automatic adaptive cutaway strategy that shows always the focused regions but
also keeps the relevant contextual volume information. Moreover, if the user is
not entirely satisﬁed with the cutaways results, a simple point-and-click editing
brush tool aids him to adjust the ﬁnal image, adding and removing contextual
volume appearance.
Before this process, camera position should be ﬁxed. Two diﬀerent camera
locations, (C1, C2), are computed as a preprocess of the adaptive cutaway (see
Figure 2). C1 represents the best view to visualize the focused regions according
to user-deﬁned criteria. C2 represents the correlated dual-camera that preserves
the maximum information integrated in both views. This step is called dual-
camera placement and it suggests two views that can be adjusted manually
by the user to obtain the ﬁnal image. The system can eﬃciently compute the
correlated dual-camera of any user-deﬁned best view.
4 Adaptive Cutaway with Context-Volume Preservation
The automatic feature-based cutaway opening is generated in two stages. In the
ﬁrst stage, we setup the parameters to optimize the raycasting. In the second
stage, we compute context and focus image layers using the raycast algorithm
and we blend both image layers using an auxiliary distance map.
Raycasting Parameters Setup
The ﬁrst step ﬁnds out for each sampled ray pi,j two hit points against the volume
data set in FTB order: the ﬁrst intersection with the context, Icontext(pi,j), and
the ﬁrst intersection with the focus, Ifocus(pi,j) (see Figure 3). Rays with no
intersection are skipped for the next steps.
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Fig. 3. Ray focus and context intersection’s computation. The slice view shows the
three possible ray intersection’s cases: no focus and context intersection (orange), only
context intersection (blue) and focus and context intersections (green).
When we want to show always the focus region, the sampled rays may begin at
the starting point Ifocus(pi,j) if exists and at Icontext(pi,j), otherwise. However,
the depth perception between focus and context is not clear (see Figure 4A).
A more deeper immersive impression could be obtained when diﬀerent strata
of the context are shown. Thus, our proposal consists of gradually opening the
clipped area between the selected feature and the context (see Figure 4B) in
object space as well as in image space. We adaptively open the cutaway in
function of the depth of the sample and the Euclidean distance of the pixel
pi,j (DM(pi,j)) to the nearest pixel that belongs the focused region projection
(Figure 3 right shows the focused projection in green). When the pixel belongs
to the projection, DM(pi,j) is zero.
The ﬁrst cast of the ray for the pixel pi,j is done between the Icontext(pi,j) and
the Ifocus(pi,j). In those pixels that do not have Ifocus(pi,j), it is estimated using
a pyramidal method for interpolation of scattered pixel data [19]. We extrapolate
Ifocus by averaging only using the known ones in an analysis process and by
ﬁlling unknown ones in a synthesis process. At the end of this process, we know
all the Ifocus(pi,j) and Icontext(pi,j) and they are stored in a 2D texture.
We apply a progressive cutaway for those rays whose distance map values
are less or equal than a user-deﬁned opening width (wopen). We can identify
these pixels pi,j as those that fulﬁll that ‖DM(pi,j)‖ ≤ wopen. For these rays,
the starting point of the ray is interpolated between the Ifocus(pi,j) and the
Icontext(pi,j) weighted linearly by ‖DM(pi,j)‖.
Raycasting
A common volume raycasting with early-termination is used to create the image
of Figure 4 A or B. The cast of the ray begins in the sample computed between
Ifocus(pi,j) and Icontext(pi,j). This image is stored in a texture called focus image
layer (Lfocus).
Moreover, to give a better impression of the spatial location of the focused
structure in the context area, we employ context preserving strategies to keep
context edges on the focus projection. It is done computing the curvature, il-
lumination and value at Icontext(pi,j) sample point for all the pixels inside the
focus projection. These values are stored in the context image layer (Lcontext).
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Fig. 4. Cutaway example using a phantom data set. It shows the adaptive cutaway
(A), the opening cutaway (B), and the context preservation (C).
Fig. 5. Cutaway openings in two viewpoints positions without (A and B) and with (C)
context preservation or using the border eﬀect (D)
A simple blending process combines the context and focus image layers prop-
erly obtaining the ﬁnal image. Figure 5C shows the enhancement of the context
preserving idea.
An additional border eﬀect can be applied in function of the computed dis-
tance DM(pi,j) (see Figure 5D). The pixels on a surrounding area of the border
projection’s boundary can be easily detected by their values and rendered as a
silhouette.
In summary, with a user-deﬁned opening and border widths (wopen and






blend(Lfocus(pi,j), Lcontext(pi,j)) if 0 ≤ ‖DM(pi,j)‖ ≤ wopen
border color if wopen < ‖DM(pi,j)‖ ≤ wopen + wborder
Lfocus(pi,j) otherwise
where, Col is the ﬁnal pixel color and blend is a blending function.
Interactive Brush Widget
In order to allow users modify interactively the starting cast of the ray be-
tween Ifocus(pi,j) and Icontext(pi,j), we deﬁne a 2.5D brushing tool. Upon the
cutaway is visualized, the user can paint over the ﬁnal image using a circular
depth-brush that changes the ray’s starting point for all the pixels inside the
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circle. The depth of the starting point is increased/decreased according to the
depth of the current brushing tool. Thus, only the aﬀected pixels of the focus
layer, Lfocus, are re-sampled.
5 Dual-Camera Placement
The camera’s searching space’s continuity and smoothness is essential to guaran-
tee the stability of the view quality. Our solution space S is the bounding sphere
of the complete model that contains the set of all possible camera locations. The
space of N camera locations is deﬁned as a discrete and ﬁnite set of samples over
S that are iso-distributed along the surface of the sphere (we use the HealPix
package [20]). We assume that the up vector can be arbitrarily chosen at each
location due to the camera rolls not having an eﬀect on the visibility.
We propose a heuristic method with the following image-based descriptors:
visibility, coverage and goodness of the location of the focus on the viewport.
The visibility descriptor (vd1) evaluates how far is the focused regions to the
camera location using the average depth, and vd1 is bigger for higher average
depth. The quality of the view can be enhanced with the coverage of the focused
regions (vd2) that arises with the size of the focus in the ﬁnal projection. Finally,
the goodness of the location (vd3) measures the centroid of the projected area.
The focus should be centered in the viewpoint area. Only the focused regions are
taken into account in the camera quality estimation. For this reason, the method
computes ﬁrst, for each camera location, an image that stores for each pixel the
ﬁrst intersection with the focused regions and the corresponding depth, when
this intersection exists. This image is next used to compute the image-based de-
scriptors. All these view descriptors are computed on the GPU. The number of
pixels, the bounding box and the average depths of all pixels are computed fol-
lowing a GPU-based hierarchical strategy [19]. The ﬁnal view quality estimation
of a camera location c is computed by the user-deﬁned weights of the diﬀerent
viewing descriptors, vdi.
To ﬁnd the best camera placement (C1), we search the maximum view qual-
ity estimation using a GPU-based hierarchical method. Its eﬃciency depends
directly on the size of the texture that stores the N viewpoint values. For small
sizes, we search the maximum value on the CPU directly.
Illustration techniques that enhance the perception of the model with dual-
camera inspire us to deﬁne two correlated views (see Figure 1C). Classical il-
lustrations shown quasi-orthogonal projections of a region. In order to ﬁnd out
the second camera, C2, we simply reduce the searching samples of the solution
space to orthogonal regions to the best camera location, C1. We have tested
orthogonal regions as streams and semi-spheres (see Figure 6).
6 Simulations
We have evaluated the performance of the proposed methods using a Pentium
Dual Core 3.2 GHz with 3GB memory equipped with an NVidia GeForce 8800
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Fig. 6. Dual-camera illustrations: (left) the reference illustration (image from the med-
ical dictionary Allen’s Anatomy); (center) our results: best camera, semi-sphere dual
camera and stream dual camera, respectively; (right) the orthogonal regions (green) of
the best camera location (blue): (top) streams and (bottom) semi-spheres
Fig. 7. Stability of camera’s computation varying the number of sampled cameras with
the hand data set
Fig. 8. Diﬀerent cutaways of thorax (top) and VMHead (bottom) data sets. The ﬁrst
row shows visualizations with a classical raycasting (left), and with diﬀerent wopen and
wborder values. Second row shows from left-to-right, wopen = 0, wopen = 24 without
context preservation, wopen = 24 with context preservation. The last is edited with the
brush tool to enhance context regions as ear and nose.
GTX GPU with 768 MB of memory. The viewport size is 700 × 650. To test
the methods, diﬀerent synthetic and real data sets have been used. In all the
tests, spheres of 12, 108, 300, 588 viewpoints has been used and two diﬀerent
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orthogonal regions, stream band and semi-sphere has been ﬁxed by the user.
We have used several data sets with diﬀerent sizes. For each data set, diﬀerent
features can be selected. The thorax data set represents a segmented phantom
human body. VMHead is a CT human brain obtained from the Visible Human
Project. Foot and Hand are non-segmented CT scan of a human foot and a
human hand respectively.
First of all, we have evaluated the minimum number of cameras to be sampled
in order to converge to an stable solution. We have tested the diﬀerent data
sets increasing the number of samples in the sphere, N , from 12 to 1200 (see
Figure 7). In general, between 108 and 184 samples, the computed camera’s
positions became stable. In these cases, the initial step of the camera location
is averaging between 0.75 s. and 1 second by measuring with diﬀerent data sets
and selecting various structures. Changes on camera descriptors weights and
searches of the dual-cameras do not reduce the frame rates signiﬁcantly. In the
tested data sets, the stability of the dual-camera location depends directly on
the variation of the number of samples on the bounding sphere as well as the
used searching space.
Figure 8 shows diﬀerent cutaway widths, with context preserving, border high-
lights and editing brush tools of the diﬀerent data sets. We obtain interactive
rates for all tested visualizations, between 50FPS and 60FPS.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a system for adaptive context volume visual-
ization using automatic cutaways and dual-camera placements, based on GPU
strategies. Our system provides new insights on the interaction with a focused
structure to be analyzed in a volume context environment. It helps users to bet-
ter understand the relationships between the focused structure and the context.
Our approach enhances and extends the ClearView metaphor providing volumet-
ric information in a cutaway context opening. The proposed adaptive cutaway
exhibits the volume information contained in the context data, as stratiﬁed infor-
mation surrounding the focused region. Also, we have proposed a new brushing
widget to graduate interactively the contribution of the context in the ﬁnal im-
age. In addition, an eﬃcient GPU algorithm is implemented to ﬁnd the best two
correlated viewpoints in the focused structure’s bounding sphere.
Starting from this paper, we will continue our work in diﬀerent directions. In
this initial work, we concentrated our eﬀorts on a particular sampling level, in-
stead HealPix oﬀers the possibility to reﬁne the sampling space, in a hierarchical
model. In the future, we will explore the capability of integrating the reﬁnement
process in our GPU-based system. On the other hand, we will attempt to obtain
the best dual-camera view searching for the two views simultaneously.
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